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The wild and unique wildlife of Alaska and its 

rich game stock was discovered as early as in 

the 1700s. Behind the product development of 

the Alaska Elk 1795® clothing collection there 

is a group of experienced hunters and clothing 

designers. They have teamed up with top-ranking 

professionals, such as the world’s leading garment 

laboratories. This collaboration has resulted in a 

new generation clothing line for active hunters.

The Alaska Elk 1795® collection brings the comfort 

of hunting clothing to a whole new level and it 

meets the highest requirements of the active 

hunter. High quality product development, the 

best materials and excellent technical functionality 

ensure that the hunting trip is successful and 

pleasurable, regardless of the conditions – even in 

the Alaskan wilderness.

/ ALASKA ELK 1795® INTRO

Explore The Wild
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The clothing pictures are drawings of which colours and small details 
may differ slightly from the final product.
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RAIN-STOP® OUTERWEAR 
MEMBRANE TECHNOLOGY

• WATERPROOF 
• WINDPROOF 
• HIGHLY BREATHABLE
For our products we have chosen a membrane of the highest 
possible quality utilizing Rain-Stop® technology. The excellent 
waterproofness and breathability of the Rain-Stop® membrane 
for outerwear and Rain-Stop® X-PROOF for footwear have been 
proven in several different laboratory tests.

THERMODRY TECHNOLOGY
Alaska ThermoDry is a brushed microfiber 
fleece that retains energy and prevents heat 
loss. It provides maximum insulation from cold 
with minimal weight and bulk. It is ideal for any 
cold weather hunting that requires insulation.

MERINO WOOL
Amazingly soft merino wool is 
naturally breathable and warm 
material. It feels nice and cool when 
needed and it also dries very quickly. 

OUR HIGH QUALITY 
TECHNOLOGIES FOR 
ACTIVE HUNTERS

COOLDRY TECHNOLOGY
Alaska CoolDry is a high-performance 
microfiber polyester fabric that transfers 
sweat from the body to the fabric surface, 
where it evaporates. As a result, CoolDry 
keeps the hunter cool, dry and comfortable.

Hi-DRY™ treatment makes the 
outer fabric water and dirt repellent. 
The material also dries quickly and 
maintains its exceptional lightness.

New, ultralight 3-layer is a technical 
and durable construction in which the 
outer fabric, Rain-Stop® membrane 
and breathable inner lining have been 
laminated together.

100% waterproof, windproof and 
breathable membrane that has been tested 
in several laboratories and in extreme 
wildlife conditions.
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ALASKA ELK 1795®

CAMO PATTERNS 

BlindTech Snow
Colours:

1. Bright white 11-0601 TPX Bright white 

2. Dark white 11-4601 TPX Bit of Blue

3. Grey 18-4005 TPX Steel Grey

4. Dark Brown 19-0814 TPX Slate Black

Please note! The pattern below is NOT in scale.
This is only for illustrating the printing colours

BLAZE 3D™ SAFETY CAMO
The Blaze 3D™ safety camo pattern keeps you safe and highly visible to other hunters while making you 
invisible to the prey.  The carefully chosen HD photographed elements guarantee better optical illusion that 
blends the hunter into the environment. The Blaze 3D™ safety camo pattern is for all purpose making it 
effective in a variety of hunting situations and environments.

BLINDTECH INVISIBLE™ CAMO
BlindTech Invisible™ is a new digital camo pattern, which is exceptionally based on misleading the eyesight 
of the prey, whereas traditional patterns are based on the eyesight of humans. Studies show that the 
optimized colour combinations of the camo pattern combined with a breaking structure provides better 
camouflage from the prey. BlindTech Invisible™ camo is suitable for hunting in various types of terrain.

BLINDTECH™ SNOW CAMO
The BlindTech™ Snow camo pattern is designed to match the foliage and colors of snowy Nordic nature 
in winter. It is based on misleading the eyesight of the prey, whereas traditional patterns are based on the 
eyesight of humans. BlindTech™ Snow is effective in all hunting situations in snowy conditions.

BLINDTECH BLAZE™ CAMO
BlindTech Blaze™ is a new digital safety camo pattern, which is exceptionally based on misleading the 
eyesight of the prey, whereas traditional patterns are based on the eyesight of humans. The breaking 
structure of the camo pattern provides proven low visibility to the prey, while the safety colour improves 
visibility to other hunters.

BLINDTECH™ SAFETY MIX AND 
BLIND MAX HD™ SAFETY MIX
The combination of green and orange camo patterns makes you both invisible 
to the prey and provides you and other hunters safety. Combinations come 
with both - digital BlindTech camo and traditional Blind Max camo.

BLIND MAX HD™ CAMO
The Blind Max HD™ camo pattern is designed to match the foliage and colors of Nordic nature. Even 
more natural colors and carefully chosen HD photographed elements guarantee better optical illusion that 
blends the hunter into the environment. The Blind Max HD™ pattern is for all purpose making it effective in 
a variety of hunting situations and environments.
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VAPOR 
HUNTING SUITS
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HYBRID
Hunting Suit
AE1795001

We combined umbelievable lightness, flexibility and exceptional breathability. We 
call it Hybrid. Rain-Stop® 3-layer material can be found from parts that are most 
exposed to rain and wind. You need to wear it to believe its amazing comfort. 
This slim fit suit is an excellent choice for an active hunter for the warmer 
hunting weathers.

Sizes: XXS–3XL

VAPOR
Hunting Suit
AE1795130

Our new Vapor hunting suit is very similar to Hybrid, but it uses BlindTech 
Invisible camo for making the hunter disappear in the eyes of the prey. Vapor 
is exceptionally light, flexible and breathable. Carefully positioned Rain-Stop® 
3-layer material provides safety from rain and wind. This slim fit suit is an 
excellent choice for outdoor activities and hunting.

Sizes: XXS–4XL

/ VAPOR HUNTING SUITS
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EXTREME LITE 
HUNTING SUITS
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EXTREME LITE PRO UX
Hunting Suit
AE2015002

The Extreme Lite Pro hunting suit is the most popular suit 
in the Alaska Elk 1795® collection. Its exceptional lightness 
(even 35% lighter than traditional hunting suits) and 
quick drying material guarantee excellent performance in 
demanding hunting situations. 100% waterproof and highly 
breathable Rain-Stop® membrane wicks the moisture 
away keeping you dry. The Extreme Lite Pro suit is the most 
multifunctional Alaska suit for an active hunter. Material: 
100% polyester.

Sizes: XXS–4XL

/ EXTREME LITE HUNTING SUITS
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/ EXTREME LITE HUNTING SUITS

BLIND MAX HD™ UX
Brown Camo Hunting Suit
AE2015004

Blind Max HD™ is a versatile camo suit providing optimal camouflage in 
various hunting situations and terrain types.  The excellent lightness (up 
to 35% lighter), extensive properties - such as several spacious pocket 
structures and well-fitting design - provide the best comfort. Material: 
100% polyester.

Sizes: XXS–4XL

BLIND MAX HD™ SAFETY UX
Safety Camo Hunting Suit
AE2015005

Blind Max HD™ safety is a versatile safety camo suit providing optimal 
camouflage as well as improved safety.  The excellent lightness (up to 35% 
lighter), extensive properties - such as several spacious pocket structures 
and well-fitting design - provide the best comfort. Material: 100% polyester.

Sizes: XXS–4XL
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/ EXTREME LITE HUNTING SUITS

BLAZE 3D PRO 2.0™ SAFETY UX
Safety Camo Hunting Suit
AE1795131

Super popular Blaze 3D Pro 2.0 is back as an improved version. The suit 
keeps you safe and visible to other hunters while the effective camo pattern 
makes you invisible to the prey. Rain-Stop® membrane keeps you safe from 
rain and wind. Blaze 3D Pro 2.0 has a variety of qualities that make your 
hunting trip all the more comfortable.

Sizes: XXS–4XL
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SUPERIOR 
HUNTING SUITS
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BLINDTECH INVISIBLE™ UX
Camo Suit
AE2015008

Alaska BlindTech Invisible™ hunting suit is equipped with a new digital camo pattern, which 
is exceptionally based on misleading the eyesight of the prey, whereas traditional patterns 
are based on the eyesight of humans. The excellent lightness, extensive properties and well-
fitting design provide the best performance and comfort. Material: 100% polyester.

Sizes: XXS–4XL

/ SUPERIOR HUNTING SUITS
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/ SUPERIOR HUNTING SUITS

BLINDTECH INVISIBLE™ 
SAFETY MIX UX
Safety Camo Hunting Suit
AE1795132

This BlindTech Invisible™ camo hunting suit is trimmed with safety 
camo parts that increase the safety to you and your fellow hunters. 
The suit is extremely light, it has extensive properties and well-fitting 
design. It provides you the best performance and comfort. Rain-Stop® 
membrane and sealed seams keep you safe from wind and rain. 
Material: 100% polyester.

Sizes: XXS–4XL
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/ SUPERIOR HUNTING SUITS

BLINDTECH BLAZE 2.0™ 
SAFETY MIX UX
Safety Camo Hunting Suit
AE1795133

This new suit benefits from its excellent BlindTech Invisible camouflage 
that has been spiced up with some orange parts for additional safety. 
Unbeliable lightness, excellent breathability and 100% protection from 
wind and rain - thanks to its Rain-Stop® membrane and sealed seams. 
A brilliant suit for big game hunters. Material: 100% polyester.

Sizes: XXS–4XL
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/ SUPERIOR HUNTING SUITS

BLINDTECH SNOW™ UX
Snow Camo Suit
AE1795004

Alaska BlindTech Snow™ hunting suit is equipped with a new 
digital snow camo pattern. Its breaking structure provides 
proven low visibility to the prey. The excellent lightness, extensive 
properties and well-fitting design provide the best performance 
and comfort. Material: 100% polyester.

Sizes: XXS–4XL

BlindTech Snow
Colours:

1. Bright white 11-0601 TPX Bright white 

2. Dark white 11-4601 TPX Bit of Blue

3. Grey 18-4005 TPX Steel Grey

4. Dark Brown 19-0814 TPX Slate Black

Please note! The pattern below is NOT in scale.
This is only for illustrating the printing colours
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/ SUPERIOR HUNTING SUITS

PERFORMANCE
3-layer Hunting Suit
AE1795003

Performance 3-layer is the new king of hunting suits. What makes this suit 
unbeatable is the new Rain-Stop® 3-layer construction: the outer fabric, 
Rain-Stop® membrane and breathable inner lining have been laminated 
together. This material with sealed seams provides excellent resistance to 
the rough weathers. The suit is also light, slim fitted and filled with carefully 
thought details. Material: 100% polyester.

Sizes: XXS–4XL
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WOMEN
& KIDS
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EXTREME LITE LADY
Hunting Suit
Green
AE1795002

Extreme Lite Pro has been a super popular suit among 
men hunters. Now it is available as a ladies’ version, too. 
Its exceptional lightness (even 35% lighter than traditional 
hunting suits) and quick drying material guarantee excellent 
performance in demanding hunting situations. 100% 
waterproof and highly breathable Rain-Stop® membrane 
wicks the moisture away keeping you dry. The Extreme Lite 
Pro suit is the most multifunctional Alaska suit for an active 
hunter. Material: 100% polyester.

Sizes: XXS–2XL

/ WOMEN & KIDS
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EXTREME LITE LADY
BlindTech Invisible™ Safety Mix
AE1795134

BlindTech Invisible™ is a super popular camo pattern. 
Now this camouflage is available in a suit for women, too. 
Extreme Lite Lady with safety mix camo has a great fit, 
excellent lightness and wearablitiy.

Sizes: XXS–2XL

JR LITE
BlindTech Invisible™ Safety Mix
AE1795135

For the upcoming season we are bringing an own suit for 
our junior hunters. A combination of BlindTech Invisible and 
BlindTech Blaze make the young hunters invisible in the 
eyes of the prey, but it also provides visibility and safety for 
the carrier and fellow hunters.

Sizes: 130, 140, 150 and 160

BlindTech Jr suit
trousers 2017

Hunting suit W 2015

Hunting suit W 2016

/ WOMEN & KIDS
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VESTS & 
JACKETS
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BUFFALO
Woolen Jacket
AE1795007

A high-quality and warm woolen jacket 
with strong material for hunting and 
leisure. High collar with pritex lining. 
Material: 100% wool.

Sizes: XXS–4XL

POWERFLEECE JACKET 300G
BlindTech Invisible
AE1795006

Black/lime
AE1795005

A technical Powerfleece jacket with a high collar for cool and cold conditions. 
The ThermoDry material is breathable and flexible, and it wicks the moisture 
away. Well-fitting design and adjustable waist. Material: 90% polyester and 
10% spandex.

Sizes: XXS–4XL

/ VESTS & JACKETS
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/ VESTS & JACKETS

Alaska Elk 1795 
Powerstretch jacket Ux 2017

Alaska Elk 1795 
Powerstretch jacket Ux 2017

Alaska Elk 1795 
Powerstretch jacket W 2017

BONDED 
POWERSTRETCH JACKET
BlindTech Invisible™ for Men
AE1795136

Black for Women
AE1795137

BlindTech Invisible/Purple for Women
AE1795138

A technical Powerstretch jacket with a high collar for 
cool and cold conditions. The ThermoDry material is 
breathable and flexible, and it wicks the moisture away. 
Well-fitting design and adjustable waist.

Material: 90% polyester and 10% spandex.

Sizes: Men XXS–4XL 
 Women XXS–2XL

MEADE SOFTSHELL
Black for Men
AE1795043

Green for Men
AE1795042

Black for Women
AE1795140

Turquoise for Women
AE1795139

A light and comfortable softshell jacket for men and 
women. Rain-Stop® Softshell provides protection against 
wind and rain. The 4-way stretch material is breathable 
and it transfers moisture effectively. HiDry™ treatment 
makes the outer fabric water and dirt repellent. 
Material: outer fabric 100% polyester, inner fabric 90% 
polyester, 10% spandex

Sizes: Men S-4XL (black), XS-4XL (green) 
 Women XXS-2XL
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HUNTING 
PANTS
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/ HUNTING PANTS

PREDATOR
Hunting Pants with Removable Suspenders
AE2015019

High-quality hunting trousers with top-notch properties, such as four 
spacious and waterproof pockets, ventilation, detachable braces 
and a sophisticated tightening mechanism in the hem. Material: 
100% polyester

Sizes: XXS–4XL

VAPOR
Hunting Pants
AE1795141

High performance hunting pants with Rain-Stop® enhanced 
BlindTech Invisible™ camo. These pants provide excellent mobility 
and flexibility for an active hunter. Higher waist increases wearability 
and comfort.

Sizes: XXS–4XL

YUKON
Hunting Pants
AE1795016

Alaska Yukon pants are light and versatile without a 
membrane and lining fabric. The strong wear-resistant 
surface material and strengthening material flexible in four 
ways in the most important parts increases the comfort 
even further. The Hi-Dry™ surface treatment keeps water 
and dirt out and dries fast as well. Material: 100% polyester 
and 4-way stretch 92% nylon and 8% spandex.

Sizes: XXS–4XL
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/ HUNTING PANTS

BLINDTECH INVISIBLE
BIBS Pants
AE1795142

High-quality trousers with braces and top-
notch properties, such as four spacious and 
waterproof pockets, ventilation, a fixed high 
backside with braces and breathable mesh 
lining.

Material: 100% polyester.

Sizes: XXS–4XL

BLAZE 3D™ PRO
BIBS Pants
AE2015021

High-quality trousers with braces and 
top-notch properties, such as four 
spacious and waterproof pockets, 
ventilation, a fixed high backside with 
braces and breathable mesh lining.

Material: 100% polyester

Sizes: XXS–4XL
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SHIRTS & 
SWEATERS
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UNUK
Merino Wool Sweater
Forest Green
AE1795143

Dark Grey
AE1795144

This comfortable merino wool sweater keeps you warm. Comfortable 
fit, 1/4 height zipper and a protective collar. Two colors: dark grey and 
forest green. Material: 100% merino wool.

Sizes: XXS–4XL

SNIPER 2.0
Powerfleece 300G
BlindTech Invisible™
AE1795145

BlindTech™ Safety Mix
AE1795146

A technical ThermoDry® camo hoodie with a soft inner lining. The 
ThermoDry material is breathable and flexible, and it wicks the moisture 
away. Well-fitting design and adjustable waist. A perfect garment as a mid 
layer or on its own. Material: 100% polyester.

Sizes: XXS–4XL

Powerstretch hoodie Ux 2017

Bonded hoodie Ux 2017

/ SHIRTS & SWEATERS
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MERINO- 
WOOL
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BASELAYER 
MERINO 200G
Black
AE1795025

Exceptionally soft and breathable 100% 
merino wool baselayer keeps you warm 
and dry in all weather conditions. Well-fitting 
design. Material: 100% merino wool.

Sizes: XS–3XL

HALF-ZIP TOP 
MERINO 280G
Dark Grey
AE1795023

Exceptionally soft and breathable 
100% merino wool half-zip top keeps 
you warm and dry in all weather 
conditions. Material: 100% merino 
wool.

Sizes: XS–3XL

BASELAYER 
MERINO 200G W
Pink/Dark Grey
AE1795024

Exceptionally soft and breathable 100% 
merino wool baselayer keeps you warm and 
dry in all weather conditions. Well-fitting design 
for women. Material: 100% merino wool.

Sizes: XS–3XL

MERINO PANTS 
280G
Dark Grey
AE1795022

Exceptionally soft and breathable 
100% merino wool pants keep 
you warm and dry in all weather 
conditions. Material: 100% merino 
wool.

Sizes: XS–3XL

MERINO 
BALACLAVA
Black
AE1795026

Alaska merino balaclava is an excellent choice 
for cool and cold conditions. Breathable 
material, dries quickly and feels comfortable in 
all situations.

LINER GLOVES
Black
AE1795147

Merino liner gloves profive softness 
and additional warmth. Well-fitted 
and versatile gloves.

Sizes: S–L

/ MERINO WOOL
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/ BASELAYER & MIDLAYER

BASELAYER 
& MIDLAYER
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/ BASELAYER & MIDLAYER

BASELAYER 140G
BlindMax HD™ Camo
AE2015037

A high-tech baselayer for hard performances. The CoolDry 
material is breathable and flexible, and it dries fast. Well-
fitting design. Material: 92% polyester, 8% spandex.

Sizes: XS–3XL

BASELAYER 180G
Black/grey
AE2015036

Techincal baselayer for layered clothing. The CoolDry material is 
breathable and flexible. The soft lining is brushed polyester. Well-
fitting design. Material: 90% polyester , 10% spandex.

Sizes: XS–3XL

THERMAL 
MIDLAYER 260G
Black/orange
AE2015042

High-tech midlayer top for layered clothing. The ThermoDry 
material is breathable and flexible, and it wicks the moisture away. 
The soft and warm lining is brushed polyester. Well-fitting design. 
Material: 90% polyester, 10% spandex.

Sizes: XS–3XL

BASELAYER 180G
BlindTech Invisible™
AE2015038

Techincal baselayer for layered clothing. The CoolDry material is 
breathable and flexible. The soft lining is brushed polyester. Well-
fitting design. Material: 90% polyester, 10% spandex.

Sizes: XS–3XL
32



/ BASELAYER & MIDLAYER

HALF-ZIP THERMAL TOP
Black/Lime Powerstretch 280G
AE1795021

Technical, a bit thicker midlayer helps you keep warm even in 
freezing temperatures. Breaths well, keeps moisture away 
from the skin and fits perfectly. Material: 90% polyester, 
10% spandex.

Sizes: XS–3XL

HALF-ZIP TOP THERMODRY
Charcoal/petrol 240G
AE1795148

BlindMax HD™ 225G
AE1795149

BlindTech Invisible™ 225G
AE1795150

Half-Zip Top can be used whether as a midlayer or as a 
top. This well-fitted and technical garment with ThermoDry 
material comes in three stylish color combinations. 
Material: 90% polyester and 10% spandex.

Sizes: XS–3XL

Alaska ½ -zip top 2017

Alaska ½ -zip top 2017

Alaska ½ -zip top 2017
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/ BASELAYER & MIDLAYER

KNIK BOXERS
BlindTech Invisible™ 140G
AE2015035

BlindMax HD™ 140G
AE2015034

Black 180G
AE2015032

High-tech hunting boxers for hard 
performance. CoolDry material is breathable 
and flexible, and it dries fast. Well-fitting 
design. Material: 90% polyester and 10% 
spandex

Sizes: XS–3XL

CRAIG T-SHIRT 140G
Blind Max HD™
AE1795151

BlindTech Invisble™
AE1795152

Material: 90% polyester and 10% spandex.

Sizes: XS–3XL
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/ ACCESSORIES

BlindTech Invisible™
AE2015043

BlindTech Blaze™
AE2015044

BlindTech Blaze™ 300G
AE2015050

BlindTech 
Invisible™ 240G
AE2015054

Merino
AE1795159

Black 
180G
AE2015055

BlindMax HD™
AE2015045

Blaze 3D™
AE2015046

BlindMax HD™
AE2015051

BlindTech Invisible™
AE2015049

Extreme Lite Pro
AE2015047

Brown
AE2015053

Balaclava
AE1795026

TouchScreen Gloves 2.0
BlindTech Invisible™
AE1795153

BlindTech Blaze™
AE1795154

Half Finger Gloves
AE1795155

Merino Wool 
Liner Gloves
AE1795147

ALASKA Headwear

ALASKA Gloves

ALASKA Neckwarmers ALASKA Suspenders

Finish your hunting style with a matching Alaska hunting cap or a warm fleece hat! Our hats and caps are breathable, comfortable and well-fitted. 
Sizes: Caps adjustable fit, hats one size.

Compatible with all Alaska 2016-2017 collection 
hunting suits, except the Multitrek Outdoor Suit.

Black/orange
AE2015056

Black/brown
AE2015057
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BLAZE 3D™
Neoprene Hunting Boots
AE2015065

Light (998 g) and 100% waterproof neoprene hunting boot for year-
round usage. The 5 mm neoprene shaft keeps feet warm and dry. The 
bottom is durable natural rubber compound. The sole structure of the 
hiking boot ensures excellent torsion stiffness and a rolling step. The 
groove pattern offers a good grip and the insulating ExtraGrip™ outer 
sole fits all grounds from early autumn to cold winters.

Sizes 39-47

/ HUNTING  BOOTS & FOOTWEAR

LITE NEOPRENE
Hunting Boots
AE2015066

Warm and waterproof hunting and fishing neoprene boot for use 
from early autumn to cold winters. The 10 mm neoprene shaft 
keeps feet warm and dry, the bottom is durable natural rubber 
compound. The sole structure of the hiking boot ensures excellent 
torsion stiffness and a rolling step. The groove pattern offers a 
good grip and the insulating ExtraGrip™ outer sole fits all grounds.

Sizes 39-47

Shaft 5 mm 
neoprene

Shaft 10 mm 
neoprene

THERMODRY
Woolen Socks
AE2015063

A technical and well-fitting thermal 
sock for cool and cold conditions. An 
excellent choice for cool climates. Wool 
80%. 

Sizes: 35–38, 39–42, 43–47

MERINO
Wool Socks
AE1795156

Merino wool socks are extremely 
comfortable. Excellent choice for 
everyday use.

Sizes: 35–38, 39–42, 43–47

COOLDRY
Hunting Socks
AE2015062

A technical and well-fitting hunting sock 
that stays on your foot during the whole 
hunting trip. CoolDry material breathes 
and keeps you cool.

Sizes: 35–38, 39–42, 43–47

THERMO- 
WOOL
Socks
AE1795157

High quality and technical Thermowool 
socks keep your feet warm. Very 
comfortable and well-fitting.

Sizes: 35–38, 39–42, 43–47

COOLMAX
Liner Socks
AE2015061

A well-fitting and tight sock that breathes 
and wicks the moisture away from 
the skin. Excellent as an undersock or 
everyday sock.

Sizes: 35–38, 39–42, 43–47

MOUNTAIN
Wool Socks
AE1795158

A technical and well-fitting thermal sock 
for cool and cold conditions. An excellent 
choice for cool climates. Wool 80%.

Sizes: 35–38, 39–42, 43–47
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/ MEASUREMENT GUIDE
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1. Height

2. Chest • Measure from the widest part of your chest.

3. Waist • Measure from the level of your belly button.

4. Hips • Measure from the widest part of your hips.

5. Inseam

MEASUREMENTS

SIZE 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL

Height 160-164 162-166 164-168 168-172 172-176 176-180 177-181

Chest 80-86 86-92 92-98 98-104 104-110 110-116 116-122

Waist 62-74 68-80 74-86 80-92 86-98 92-104 98-110

Hips 83-89 89-95 95-101 101-107 107-113 113-119 119-125

Inseam 79 80 81 82 83 84 85

WOMEN

SIZE
2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL

42-44 46 48 50-52 54-56 58 60-62 64-66 68-70

Height 169-177 171-179 173-181 175-183 177-185 179-185 181-189 183-191 185-193

Chest 82-88 88-94 94-100 100-106 106-113 113-121 121-129 129-137 137-145

Waist 72-84 78-90 84-96 90-102 96-108 104-116 112-124 120-132 128-140

Hips 86-93 93-99 99-105 105-111 111-118 118-126 126-134 134-142 142-150

MEN / UX
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Burrel is the forerunner of trail cameras and a three-time test winner. Our 
trail cameras have been built to beat extreme conditions. The state-of-the-
art technology is the outcome of our long-term product development. With 
Burrel trail cameras you can take great pictures and video - whether you 
want to keep your eye on the prey or buglars threatening your property.

THREE-TIME TEST WINNER

TRAIL CAMERAS

S12 HD
recording trail camera

S12 HD+SMS
cellular trail camera

EDGE PRO
cellular 3G trail camera
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